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Working from home can either be the start of 
an exhilarating journey or a forced idea that 
you didn’t think you’d ever be doing. Maybe 
you have been a ‘work from home’ diva, boss 
lady, corporate woman, or mom and have 
always felt unorganized and spread-thin with a 
never-ending to-do list.

Sound familiar? 

Maybe you are just getting started, and you 
are feeling overwhelmed already with the 
uncertainty of how this will all work out. I get it, 
there might be days that are not perfect, but I 
am here to shed some light and help you feel 
confident that it CAN work, and you CAN have 
success with the many hats you are already 
wearing. 

So, what’s the key? You get what you schedule!

I know, I know, I know! Taking a step forward is 
all it takes. That’s what the saying is anyway, 
right?  Well, I want you to picture yourself 
crushing it in your home workspace even with 
the kids, the dog, the loud washer machine, 
the online learning, and maybe even your job 
outside the home if this is your side hustle.  

EDITOR’S NOTE

When I started working from home sixteen 
years ago, I had three kids under the age of 
five, and I had just started homeschooling. 
I was, and still am, CFO for my husband’s 
business and CEO of my household, and I 
knew in order to succeed, I had to schedule 
out my time. I already LOVED planning 
my days, and creating a work from home 
schedule would be a piece of cake. I didn’t 
know the real challenge, which was coaching 
my family about the proper etiquette around 
my workspace, and when I was available.

This quick four-step guide will give you 
key strategies to successfully organize 
and prioritize your life and your business 
or profession in a healthy way that holds 
you and your family accountable increases 
productivity and keeps everyone happy. 

It’s time to make it happen right in the 
comfort of your at-home workspace. 

Four Steps to Success When Working from Home
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Cheers!
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Find a dedicated spot in your home where 
you can focus on your business or job solely. 
The most crucial step of all! The ideal space 
is a room with a closed door. This can be a 
home office already built in the floor plan 
(jealous) or any dedicated space. 
 
Be creative and truly make it your own but 
set yourself up for success by choosing 
a space with minimal distractions. Avoid 
locking yourself in the bathroom, setting up 
camp in the laundry room, or the middle of 
your at-home-chaos. Create a space that’s 
inviting, and most importantly, somewhere you 
like to go. 
 
When I started my business, I took a corner 
of our basement, bought a cheap desk with 
a filing cabinet, set up a phone, and put up a 
corkboard. Just like that, I was in business! No 
one could interrupt me. Since then, my home 
office has evolved, but one thing has stayed 
the same, I’ve always had a space. 

Today, I call it my ‘Recharge Studio,’ which was 
a larger space we created in our basement so 
I can now host live events and have my own 
space. The point of all of this is you need to 
just find a space and when you are in it,  
really work!  

Step One: Claim Your Territory 
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This is essential to the growth of your business 
or job. Bringing the family in on why you do 
what you do and when makes the family feel 
like they have a part in what YOU are doing 
while understanding the boundaries needed 
to ensure you’re successful. 

Create a schedule for you and your family 
and review it together so that everyone is 
on the same page. Schedule activities, play 
dates, projects, etc. during those times when 
you need to work. This also helps you know 
exactly what your children are doing at any 
given time throughout your workday. Simply 
talking through the plan helps everyone to 
understand what a workday will look like.
 
Recently my nine-year-old daughter said to 
me, “You are always working!” I about laughed 
out loud! First of all, my 21-year-old daughter 
said the same thing to me SO MANY TIMES 

Step Two: Have a Family Meeting
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Your family needs to know when you are 
working. I used to tell my kids that the ONLY 
excuse to interrupt me was if they were 
bleeding.  

When my kids were little, training them this 
way did take a while. It is A LOT easier to do 
this when you have a door. I don’t anymore, 
so I have purchased a cute little chalkboard 
that I hang by the basement entrance to 
write my hours on. This way, they know when 
I am working and not to disturb me.  

Setting boundaries helps everyone 
understand that just because your home 
doesn’t mean you don’t have to work. 

Have you ever been on a work call only 
to find five minutes in that your kids are 
hollering for a snack? Or have you ever been 
in the middle of a good workflow, and your 
significant other calls you to tell you to turn 
the sprinklers on? Been there! 

The truth is, it happens! But you have to 
set those healthy boundaries, so everyone 
knows why you aren’t available at certain 
times. Boundaries are essential to keeping 
your workday and your home life separate, 
especially when working from home. 

Step Three:  Set Boundaries

when she was growing up. My response 
hasn’t changed. I said, “Honey, it seems like I 
am, but remember, I work from home so that 
we can go on vacation when we want, we 
can have extra money to spend on clothes 
and extra circular activities, and we have 
more to give.”  

Secondly, the truth is, I average 25 hours 
a week of working and have done this for 
sixteen years! We actually have more time, 
not less. 



This is where the “You Get What You 
Schedule” comes into play. How did I do it? 
Have you ever heard of the rock, pebble, 
and sand analogy? Well, let me refresh your 
memory.

Imagine a jar. This jar represents your life. Now 
imagine you were given rocks, pebbles, and 
sand and were told that you had to fill the jar. 
The rocks represent the things in your life that 
hold the most value, the pebbles represent 
the things in your life that matter, but are less 
important, and the sand represents all of the 
little things in your life. 

The first time you attempt it, you put all the 
sand in first, then the pebbles, and lastly the 
rocks. Not all of the rocks fit, but the jar is full. 

But would the jar be full? Like truly full of the 
things that matter in your life? 

The answer is no. However, placing the 
biggest rocks first, then the pebbles, and then 
the sand allowed everything to fit in the jar, 
and your jar (your life) will indeed be full. 

So, take the rocks in your life and put them 
in your calendar first.  For me, this would 
be family birthdays, family vacations, other 

family commitments, big business events and 
meetings, live conferences, team meetings, 
travel commitments, training, and that sort of 
thing. 

Then put the pebbles in your schedule, 
which is your daily work tasks. This includes 
everything that keeps my business flowing; 
kids’ events and commitments, workout 
times, dates with my husband. Oh yes, I DO 
schedule time with my husband! 

Lastly, the pebbles are all the other tasks 
that need to happen to have a healthy home; 
groceries, doctor appointments, free time, etc.
 
Determine your rocks, pebbles, and sand 
in your life and block out your calendar yet 
allow yourself the flexibility to move your 
schedule around to fit the lifestyle of your 
family.  This can be the best part of your 
life when you create time blocks for all the 
things you do in your life and put a fence 
around each one.  

Here is to your success as you embark on the 
‘work from home’ lifestyle!

A little progress each day, adds up to big 
results.

Step Four: Block Your Time and Stick to it 
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